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Excited to start your women's wear design project and willing to skip tedious figure drawing routine? Here is your solution: a figure
sketchbook with all figures professionally designed, preprinted, ready for sketching and intended for women's wear fashion
projects. What makes this sketchbook special? Proportions of fashion models in the book are more relevant to high fashion and
inspired by runway models look. If you are sketching for a high-fashion women's wear line drawing with this sketchbook will help
you to stay in style. What is in the sketchbook? Ten fashion figures All figures are 12 heads tall fashion design proportions for a
more streamlined look Single (one per page) figures as well as groups of two and three figures per page arrangements All
templates are on one side of the page. Reversed side is blank Light grey color for easy sketching over the figures faces on the
templates are slightly darker than figures, so you do not have to draw faces if you do not want to Three-quarter, front, back and
side views included Mild movement and still poses How to use this sketchbook? This book a sketchbook. It is not a book "about
fashion drawing". It is a book for drawing in it. Draw your sketches directly in the book Draw right over the figures. Use grey figure
as an underdrawing Use pencil or marker (if you are sketching using a marker it will be a good idea to place an extra sheet of
paper under the page of the book you are coloring to prevent ink from bleeding through the page) Who should use this
sketchbook? Women's wear fashion and clothing designers Students working on women's wear fashion projects Anyone who have
fashion ideas for women's clothing and need support in its picturing Women's wear fashion design drawing is easier and more
enjoyable with the Women's Wear Fashion Illustration Templates
Want to create your Fashion Styles efficiently but worrying about drawing models? This Fashion Sketchbook with drawn lightly
Male Figure Templates allows you to sketch your fashion designs right away without worrying about drawing models. 440+ Male
Figure Model (4 Poses) Template pages included. Once you draw on top of the figure templates, the lightly drawn Fashion Male
Croquis will fade into the background, and leaving your designs on top of the paper. With the figure templates, you don't need to
be good at figure drawing, you can use the croquis as an outline and mark on your designs with details, and you'll get a great
representation of your design. This Fashion Sketchbook is perfect for fashion designers and students to create their unique styles
with the figures efficiently. There are many ways to use your sketchbooks: Creating your Fashion Illustration Easily Capturing your
Inspiration Planning and recording your daily Outfits As your Fashion Diary Designing & Planning Garments This fashion sketch
book is perfect for Fashion Designer Fashion Illustrator Artist Fashion lover to plan and record their daily outfit Students learning
fashion drawing People who want to create their unique design People who love sewing Now is the best time to get your
paperback copy and start to create your own fashion design.
You can be a fashion designer and create the wardrobe of your dream with The Fashion Sketchpad. Spend less time struggling to
draw proportional figures and more time designing gorgeous looks: The Fashion Sketchpad is the ultimate fashion sketchbook for
the aspiring designers who love to sketch clothes but don't have the skills (or the patience!) to draw proportional figures. This
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fashion design book is more than just a sketchpad. It has many additional features, including: With the figure templates, you don't
need to be good at figure drawing, you can use the croquis as an outline and mark on your designs with details, and you'll get a
great representation of your design. This Fashion Sketchbook is perfect for fashion designers and students to create their unique
styles with the figures efficiently. There are many ways to use your sketchbooks: Creating your Fashion Illustration Easily
Capturing your Inspiration Planning and recording your daily Outfits As your Fashion Diary Designing & Planning Garments This
fashion sketchbook is perfect for Fashion Designer Fashion Illustrator Artist Fashion lover to plan and record their daily outfit
Students learning fashion drawing People who want to create their unique design People who love sewing Now is the best time to
get your paperback copy and start to create your own fashion design.
This comprehensive and long-selling manual, for many years a basic and indispensable tool for fashion designers and fashion
design students, is specifically dedicated to the male figure in fashion design
Are you bursting with fashion design ideas but find it tedious to sketch the figures first? For a Fashion Design student it may be
frustrating when you want to focus on fashion design but your underdeveloped figure drawing skills are prohibiting you from
capturing your inspiration onto paper.With "Project Fashion: Design Sketchbook" you will find it easier to bring your ideas to life
right away by sketching over the lightly drawn outlines of the Fashion Croquis (doll template) and figure templates that are
provided. This book contains 78 black and white pages of 168 pairs of female Croquis (front and back) and 14 Female figure
templates (7 poses). There are 14 projects and each project consists of four stages that focus specifically on the sketching parts of
the fashion design process. The stages are as follows: - Rough drawings- Final Rough- Technical Illustration- Fashion
IllustrationAn example of each of these four stages is demonstrated at the beginning of this book.The goal of this book is to help
aspiring fashion designers develop their designing skills.This book is perfect for fashion design students or people who are
interested in fashion design as a hobby.
FIGURE DRAWING FOR MEN'S FASHION focuses on the male form in fashion design. It offers a concise, topic-by-topic guide to acquiring
and perfecting the skills needed to produce realistic and precise fashion plates that accurately reflect a designer¿s creative vision. The
authors, Elizabetta Drudi and Tiziana Paci, have decades of experience in the fashion industry and have created an invaluable resource for
designers, illustrators, and artists. The breadth of information and attention to detail make this title ideal for students, professionals, and
anyone who enjoys fashion design.
Men's fashion illustration is a neglected subject. Most of the books on fashion illustration are focusing on women's wear. Can we change it?
Let us try. It is a unique book, created by professionals for professionals. Book saves time and makes challenge of men's wear fashion
illustration doable What makes this book is unique? Figure drawing templates of the male figure. All templates are styled and designed for
fashion illustration. There is no other book on the market with that many different poses for men's fashion figure. Step by step visual guide for
fashion drawing. There is no other book which shows you not only completed drawing but main steps of the process from the concept to
completion. Sketches and illustrations in this book show how apparel fits the body, how it looks in different poses and movements. This book
includes raw sketches, shows specific details of sketching. The broad range of garment types and styles. There are multiple types of apparel
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depicted in the book. The book is not limited only to formal wear or athletic wear. It is an extended collection of different looks in different
styles. Selection of relevant men's wear terminology. The book is saturated with useful terms and examples. All visuals are annotated with
types of apparel, names of garment elements and accessories. Written terms combined with clearly depicted visuals make this book an
excellent reference source. The book is ideal as a visual reference for fashion professionals and students. What is in the book? Templates:
men's figures, faces and hair styles. Step by step process of drawing menswear on the croquis How to draw men's t-shirt, dress shirt, casual
jacket, boxy jacket, sweaters, shorts, hats Mix and match bottoms and tops for men's wear projects. Step by step fashion illustration process.
Gallery of men's wear fashion drawing projects. Resources for drawing men's fashion accessories. Hats, neckwear, and shoes. Visuals and
terms. Gallery of garment details relevant to men's wear. Visuals and terms. Gallery of sketches. A collection of sketched men's wear ideas.
Different looks and styles are sketched to illustrate how versatile menswear fashion is. Who should use this book? Independent men's wear
designers or small business professional working for the menswear market. Drawing fashion ideas for menswear market is easier and more
consistent with this book. Professionals in the field of fashion design, apparel technical design and garment product development for
menswear. Draw accurate menswear fashion illustration with this book. Fashion merchandising professionals interested in menswear. Use
the book as a reference for garment elements terms and a glossary of menswear garment types. Students who study fashion design,
patternmaking and fashion merchandising. With this book, a student's project can reach a level of professional competency. Who created this
book? Irina V. Ivanova is a fashion designer and professional visual artist. Irina is the author of the "Children's wear fashion illustration
resource book" and "How to draw fashion Flats" books.With this book, you can draw menswear fashion, fast, with style and confidence.
Learn the basics of fashion illustration and all the necessary tools and techniques from the field with Fashion Illustration Techniques! Filled
with step-by-step drawings and covering all the fundamentals such as drawing head and body proportions, choosing colors, and much more,
this complete guide is the only reference book you’ll need to start designing for the world of fashion. Zeshu Takamura has based this book
on the curriculum of the beginner's course at the fashion design school that he teaches in, and lends his years of experience and skills to this
comprehensive resource. Inside, you'll find each skill set broken down by week: - The 1st Week: Let's Master Basic Drawing - The 2nd Week:
Let's Master Body Parts and Garment Items Drawing - The 3rd Week: Let's Try Coloring - The 4th Week: Master Design Drawing and Make
Your Own Design With easy-to-follow instructions that will prepare you for this creative field, Fashion Illustration Techniques is a must-have
for all fashion design students who require a basic knowledge of drawing and illustration techniques.
This delightful guide offers budding artists the perfect introduction to the fundamentals of fashion figure drawing. The step-by-step projects
cover a range of looks--from sophisticated and elegant to cool and casual.
Figure Drawing for Fashion DesignPepin Press Editions

Want to create your Fashion Styles efficiently but worrying about drawing models? This Fashion Sketchbook with drawn
lightly figure templates allow you to sketch your fashion designs right away without worrying about drawing models. 100+
female figure model (4 Poses) template pages included. Once you draw on top of the figure templates, the lightly drawn
fashion croquis will fade into the background, and leaving your designs on top of the paper. With the figure templates,
you don't need to be good at figure drawing, you can use the croquis as an outline and mark on your designs with details,
and you'll get a great representation of your design. ThisPage
Fashion
Sketchbook is perfect for fashion designers and
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students to create their unique styles with the figures efficiently. There are many ways to use your sketchbooks: Creating
your Fashion Illustration Easily Capturing your Inspiration Planning and recording your daily Outfits As your Fashion
Diary Designing & Planning Garments This fashion sketch book is perfect for Fashion Designer Fashion Illustrator Artist
Fashion lover to plan and record their daily outfit Students learning fashion drawing People who want to create their
unique design People who love sewing Now is the best time to get your paperback copy and start to create your own
fashion design.
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the
original text and artwork.
A concise, topic-by-topic guide to acquiring and perfecting the drawing skills necessary for fashion design, concentrating
on the female form. Ideal for those who want to apply themselves professionally to fashion design, and for all enthusiasts
of drawing the human body.
"Runway figure outlines disappear when scanned or copied!"-- Wrapper.
The fast and easy way to learn the art of fashion drawing This fun guide gives you dozens of step-by-step diagrams that
walk you through the process of preparing creative illustrations that you can later develop into dynamic presentations for
your design portfolio. Plus, you'll not only learn how to draw clothes and fabric, but also how to show details that make up
the total look: faces and hairstyles, fashion accents, and a wide variety of textures. If you're an aspiring fashion designer,
you know it's essential to be able to draw, prepare, and present a fashion drawing. Whether you have little or no prior
drawing experience, Fashion Drawing For Dummies gives you easy-to-follow, non-intimidating instructions for mastering
the drawing skills you need to design like a pro. Learn the rules and techniques of fashion drawing Draw the fashion
figure in different poses and from multiple angles Discover how to complement your drawings with accessories, clothing,
and style If you're a fledgling designer looking for non-intimidating guidance on learning the ins and outs of fashion
drawing, this friendly guide has you covered!
9 Heads' is a clear and comprehensive guide to the fundamentals of fashion drawing in black and white. It demonstrates that drawing can be
learned by the application of a set of rules and guidelines, together with commitment and practice.
This is a small sized vintage style sketchbook so fits in most purses, backpacks, and totes. Not too thick & not too thin, so it's a great size to
throw in your purse or bag and sketch your fashion designs anywhere. This sketchbook is designed for all fashion lovers, fashion designers,
fashion illustrators and students of fashion. There are more than 100 pages of figure templates suitable for fashion design and designers can
easily draw their own designs on the pose that will be best to show their design. Sketching over 9 head proportioned fashion figures makes it
easier for designers to draw proportionally. While using this book you can draw your own fashion design on the template and then you can
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color them. Each figure will be helpfull for your sketches and they will encourage you to create your own style while drawing them.
Fashionistas who like to design clothes will love woman figures with different posed templates without worrying about figure drawing skills.
Illustrate children's wear project with style and accuracy without stress and mistakes! This sketchbook is a unique tool for children's wear
designers: sketch in the book over preprinted grey scale children's figures. Are you working on a children's wear design project? Are you a
children's wear designer? Are you planning to add children's wear designs to your portfolio? This sketchbook will help you to complete your
projects with superior results on a professional level. With the sketchbook, you save time and effort focusing on your designs, not on figure
drawing routine. If you have experience with children's wear illustration, you know that every age group has specific proportions for children's
figure. To illustrate your project correctly you, better be very precise with kid's figure proportions when illustrating your project. Professionally
designed children figures collected in this book are accurate, stylish and printed lightly to allow you to illustrate your project your way using
template merely as a helpful guide. This book is a collection of figure drawing templates for the age group from 0 to 6 years old: infants,
babies, and toddlers. What is in the sketchbook? Eighteen fashion figures All figures are boys and girls 0 to 6 years of age Single (one per
page) figures as well as groups of two figures per page arrangements All templates are on one side of the page. Reversed side is blank Grey
color over the figure faces are slightly darker than figures, so you do not have to draw faces if you do not want to Front, back and side views
included Mild movement and still poses How to use this sketchbook? This book is a sketchbook. It is not a book "about fashion drawing." It is
a book for drawing in it. Draw your sketches directly in the book Draw right over the figures Use pencil or marker (if you are sketching using a
marker it will be a good idea to place an extra sheet of paper under the page of the book you are coloring to prevent ink from bleeding
through the page) Who should use this sketchbook? Children's wear fashion and clothing designers Students working on children's wear
fashion projects and fashion portfolio Anyone who have fashion ideas for children's clothing and need support in its picturing Get superior
professional results, be more productive and creative with figure drawing templates from the "Infant and Toddler Wear Sketchbook."
Want to create Fashion Styles efficiently and Practice Fashion Drawing but worrying about drawing models? This Fashion Sketchbook with
lightly drawn figure templates and clothing outline allows you to sketch your fashion designs right away without worrying about drawing
models. Once you draw on top of the figure templates, the lightly drawn fashion croquis will fade into the background and leaving your
designs on top of the paper. For the figure templates with different clothes outlines, you don't need to be good at figure drawing, you can use
the croquis as an outline and mark on your designs with details, and you'll get a great representation of your design. This Fashion
Sketchbook is perfect for beginners and students to create their unique styles with the figures efficiently. There are many ways to use your
sketchbooks: Creating your Fashion Illustration Easily Capturing your Inspiration Practice Fashion Drawing Designing & Planning Garments
This fashion sketchbook is perfect for Fashion Designer Fashion Illustrator Artist Fashion lovers to plan and record their daily outfit Students
learning fashion drawing People who want to create their unique design People who love sewing Now is the best time to get your paperback
copy and start to create your fashion design.
A5 size (148mm x 210mm, or 5-1/2" x 8"). 192 pages. Elastic band place holder. Ribbon bookmark. Acid-free/archival paper. Binding lies flat
for ease of use. Inside back cover pocket. Create your own original designs with this sleek Fashion Sketchbook! Packed with fashionproportional figures in varied poses, this journal will help bring your inspirations to life. The figures (called croquis from the French meaning to
sketch, rough out, to crunch) will not show up when photocopied or scanned. From understated effects to outrageous accents, let this
Fashion Sketchbook help you render your vision. There are also templates for shoes and hats in the back of the journal, plus helpful industry
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terms and descriptions, size equivalent information, measuring tips, descriptions of basic garments, and more.
What is in the sketchbook? Seven fashion figures Single (one per page) figures as well as groups of two figures per page arrangements All
templates are on one side of the page. Reversed side is blank Light grey color for easy sketching over the figures faces on the templates are
slightly darker than figures, so you do not have to draw faces if you do not want to Three-quarter, front, and side views included Mild
movement and still poses How to use this sketchbook? This book a sketchbook. It is not a book "about fashion drawing". It is a book for
drawing in it. Draw your sketches directly in the book Draw right over the figures. Use grey figure as an underdrawing Use pencil or marker (if
you are sketching using a marker it will be a good idea to place an extra sheet of paper under the page of the book you are coloring to
prevent ink from bleeding through the page) Who should use this sketchbook? Men's wear fashion and clothing designers Students working
on men's wear fashion projects Anyone who have fashion ideas for men's clothing and need support in its picturing
Want to create your Fashion Styles efficiently but worrying about drawing models? This Fashion Sketchbook with drawn lightly figure
templates allows you to sketch your fashion designs right away without worrying about drawing models. 430 female figure model (6 Poses)
template pages included. Once you draw on top of the figure templates, the lightly drawn fashion croquis will fade into the background, and
leaving your designs on top of the paper. With the figure templates, you don't need to be good at figure drawing, you can use the croquis as
an outline and mark on your designs with details, and you'll get a great representation of your design. This Fashion Sketchbook is perfect for
fashion designers and students to create their unique styles with the figures efficiently. There are many ways to use your sketchbooks:
Creating your Fashion Illustration Easily Capturing your Inspiration Planning and recording your daily Outfits As your Fashion Diary Designing
& Planning Garments This fashion sketchbook is perfect for Fashion Designer Fashion Illustrator Artist Fashion lover to plan and record their
daily outfit Students learning fashion drawing People who want to create their unique design People who love sewing Now is the best time to
get your paperback copy and start to create your own fashion design.
This sketchbook is designed for all fashion lovers, fashion designers, fashion illustrators and students of fashion. There are more than 100
pages of figure templates suitable for fashion design and designers can easily draw their own designs on the pose that will be best to show
their design. Sketching over 9 head proportioned fashion figures makes it easier for designers to draw proportionally. While using this book
you can draw your own fashion design on the template and then you can color them. Each figure will be helpfull for your sketches and they
will encourage you to create your own style while drawing them. Fashionistas who like to design clothes will love woman figures with different
posed templates without worrying about figure drawing skills.
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